Press Release

Sashastra Seema Bal apprehend one smuggler alongwith seizure of 8.5 Kgs Charas

New Delhi- (08 May, 2018):- In its ongoing drive against Narcotics drug peddlers active on Indo-Nepal border, based on the special input troopers of Sashastra Seema Bal (SSB) 47th Battalion, Pantoka (Bihar) apprehended 01 person at Korihar Chowk in Bihar’s East Champaran District and recovered 8.5 Kgs CHARAS from his possession on 05.05.2018. Apprehended person identified as Maya Lal Hazara, a resident of Parsa district of Nepal.

Seized Charas and apprehended person was handed over to NCB Patna.

Leading a campaign against drug peddlers on Indo-Nepal Border and Indo-Bhutan Border, in the year 2018 so far SSB has done 75 apprehensions in 112 cases.
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